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Looking for something to read? Why not borrow or place a hold on these young adult 
books? Be one of the first to check them out! 

 
 
 

 Anonymous. Breaking Bailey 

Sent to a fancy boarding school by her stepmother, a prominent attorney, Bailey keeps a journal 
chronicling her involvement in a "Science Club" that makes and sells crystal meth. 
 

 Brennan, Sarah Rees. Daughter of Chaos (The Chilling Adventures of Sabrina #2) 

Half-witch, half-mortal sixteen-year-old Sabrina Spellman has made her choice: She's embraced her 
dark side and her witchy roots. Now her power is growing daily... but will it come at too high a price? 
Sabrina Spellman must find her way among the witches and warlocks at the Academy of Unseen Arts, 
and determine if her new classmates are friends or foes. 

 

 Brennan, Sarah Rees. In Other Lands 

The Borderlands aren't like anywhere else. Don't try to smuggle a phone or any other piece of 
technology over the wall that marks the Border -- unless you enjoy a fireworks display in your 
backpack. (Ballpoint pens are okay.) There are elves, harpies, and -- best of all as far as Elliot is 
concerned -- mermaids. Elliot? Who's Elliot? Elliot is thirteen years old. He's smart and just a tiny bit 
obnoxious. Sometimes more than a tiny bit. When his class goes on a field trip and he can see a wall 
that no one else can see, he is given the chance to go to school in the Borderlands. It turns out that on 
the other side of the wall, classes involve a lot more weaponry and fitness training and fewer 
mermaids than he expected. On the other hand, there's Serene-Heart-in-the-Chaos-of-Battle, an elven 
warrior who is more beautiful than anyone Elliot has ever seen, and then there's her human friend 
Luke: sunny, blond, and annoyingly likeable. There are lots of interesting books. There's even the 
chance Elliot might be able to change the world. 
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 Cast, P. C. & Kristin Cast The Dysasters (The Dysasters #1) 

Adoptive daughter of a gifted scientist, Foster Stewart doesn't live a "normal" life, (not that she'd want 
to). But controlling cloud formations and seeing airwaves aren't things most eighteen year olds can do. 
Small town star quarterback and quintessential dreamy boy next door, Tate "Nighthawk" Taylor has 
never thought much about his extra abilities. Sure, his night vision comes in handy during games, but 
who wouldn't want that extra edge? From the moment Foster and Tate collide, their worlds spiral and 
a deadly tornado forces them to work together, fully awakening their not-so-natural ability - the power 
to control air. As they each deal with the tragic loss of loved ones, they're caught by another 
devastating blow - they are the first in a group of teens genetically manipulated before birth to bond 
with the elements, and worse... they're being hunted. Now, Foster and Tate must fight to control their 
abilities as they learn of their past, how they came to be, who's following them, and what tomorrow 
will bring... more dysaters? 
 

 Chastain, Emma. Notes from a Former Virgin: Junior Year (Chloe Snow’s Diary #3) 

Bridget Jones's Diary meets Mean Girls as lovably flawed high school student Chloe Snow chronicles 
her junior year as she navigates the highs and lows of family, friendship, school, and losing her 
virginity. 
 

 Clare, Cassandra. Chain of Gold (The Last Hours #1) 

Cordelia Carstairs is a Shadowhunter, a warrior trained since childhood to battle demons. When her 
father is accused of a terrible crime, she and her brother travel to London in hopes of preventing the 
family's ruin. Cordelia's mother wants to marry her off, but Cordelia is determined to be a hero rather 
than a bride. Soon Cordelia encounters childhood friends James and Lucie Herondale and is drawn into 
their world of glittering ballrooms, secret assignations, and supernatural salons, where vampires and 
warlocks mingle with mermaids and magicians. All the while, she must hide her secret love for James, 
who is sworn to marry someone else. But Cordelia's new life is blown apart when a shocking series of 
demon attacks devastate London. These monsters are nothing like those Shadowhunters have fought 
before--these demons walk in daylight, strike down the unwary with incurable poison, and seem 
impossible to kill. London is immediately quarantined. Trapped in the city, Cordelia and her friends 
discover that their own connection to a dark legacy has gifted them with incredible powers--and 
forced a brutal choice that will reveal the true cruel price of being a hero. 
 

  Collins, Suzanne. Ballad of Songbirds And Snakes (The Hunger Games #0) 

The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes will revisit the world of Panem sixty-four years before the events of 
The Hunger Games, starting on the morning of the reaping of the Tenth Hunger Games. 
 



 DasGupta, Sayantani. Demon Prince (Kiranmala and the Kingdom Beyond #2) 

When the Demon Queen shows up in her bedroom, smelling of acid and surrounded by evil-looking 
bees, twelve-year-old Kiranmala is uninterested. After all, it's been weeks since she last heard from her 
friends in the Kingdom Beyond, the alternate dimension where she was born as an Indian princess. But 
after a call to action over an interdimensional television station and a visit with some all-seeing birds, 
Kiran decides that she has to once again return to her homeland, where society is fraying, a terrible 
game show reigns supreme, and friends and foes alike are in danger. Everyone is running scared or 
imprisoned following the enactment of sudden and unfair rules of law. However, things are a lot less 
clear than the last time she was in the Kingdom Beyond. Kiran must once again solve riddles and battle 
her evil Serpent King father -- all while figuring out who her true friends are, and what it really means 
to be a hero. 
 

 De la Cruz, Melissa. The Queen's Assassin (The Queen’s Secret #1) 

Caledon Holt is the kingdom's deadliest weapon. No one alive can best him in speed, strength, or 
brains, which is why he's the Hearthstone Guild's most dangerous member. Cal is also the Queen's 
Assassin, bound to her by magic and unable to leave her service until the task she's set for him is 
fulfilled. Shadow of the Honey Glade has been training all her life to join the Guild, hoping that one day 
she'll become an assassin as feared and revered as Cal. But Shadow's mother and aunts expect her to 
serve the crown as a lady of the Renovian Court. When a surprise attack brings Shadow and Cal 
together, they're forced to team up as assassin and apprentice. Even though Shadow's life belongs to 
the court and Cal's belongs to the queen, they cannot deny their attraction to each other. But now, 
with war on the horizon and true love at risk, Shadow and Cal will uncover a shocking web of lies that 
will change their paths forever. 
 

   Deaver, Mason. I Wish You All the Best 

After coming out as nonbinary, Ben must leave home and goes to live with a sister and her husband to 
finish the last year of high school. Perfect for fans of Adam Silvera and Becky Albertalli, Mason Deaver's 
stunning debut will rip your heart out before showing you how to heal from tragedy and celebrate life 
in the process. 
 
  



 Dockrill, Laura. My Ideal Boyfriend is a Croissant 

This honest, laugh-out-loud novel brimming with body positivity, bite-sized nuggets of feminism, and 
commentary on eating will have readers rooting for sixteen-year-old BB as she navigates her world 
while maintaining her plucky zest for life even in the most trying of times. Sixteen-year-old Bluebelle, 
also known as BB or Big Bones, lives her life unapologetically. She loves life. She loves food. When BB 
has a worse-than-usual asthma attack, her mom insists she go to the doctor. There, she is told that she 
is overweight (no surprise) and prediabetic (big surprise) and must lose weight, move more, and keep 
a food diary. To get out of this immediate health crisis, she agrees to make an effort. Then a tragedy 
occurs in the family, and things get seriously complicated. Suddenly, losing weight and moving more 
are the least of her worries. As for the food diary, though, BB doesn't just document what she's eating, 
she documents what she's feeling--and she has a lot to say. 

 

 Ewing, Amy. The Cerulean (The Cerulean Duology #1) 

Sera Lighthaven has always felt as if she didn't quite belong among her people, the Cerulean, who live 
in the City Above the Sky. She is curious about everything--especially the planet that her City is 
magically tethered to--and can't stop questioning things. Sera has always longed for the day when the 
tether will finally break and the Cerulean can move to a new planet. But when Sera is chosen as the 
sacrifice to break the tether, she feels betrayed by everything in which she'd been taught to trust. In 
order to save her City, Sera must end her own life. But something goes wrong, and Sera survives, 
ending up on the planet below in a country called Kaolin. Sera has heard tales about the dangerous 
humans who live here, and she quickly learns that these dangers were not just stories. Meanwhile, 
back in the City, all is not what it seems, and the life of every Cerulean may be in danger if Sera is not 
able to find a way home. 

 

 Francis, Brian. Break in Case of Emergency 

Life has been a struggle for Toby Goodman. Her mother died by suicide five years ago, and her father 
left their small town before Toby was born. Now a teenager living on her grandparents' dairy farm, 
Toby has trouble letting people in. She keeps even her closest friend, the brash but endearing Trisha, 
at arms' length, and recently ended her first relationship, with Trisha's burnout brother, Mike. 
Convinced that she is destined to follow her mother's path, Toby creates a plan to escape her pain. But 
with the news that her father is coming home and finally wants to meet her, Toby must face the truth 
of her family's story. Not only is her father gay, but he's also a world-famous female impersonator--and 
a self-absorbed, temperamental man-child who is ill-prepared to be a real parent. When Toby's careful 
plans go awry, she is forced to rebuild the life she thought she knew from the ground up. While she 
may not follow an expected path, through the support of a quirky but lovable circle of friends and 
family, Toby may finally put together the many different pieces that make up her past, her present, 
and her future. 
 
  



 Inc, Adalyn Grace. All the Stars and Teeth (All the Stars and Teeth #1) 

As princess of the island kingdom Visidia, Amora Montara has spent her entire life training to be High 
Animancer--the master of souls. The rest of the realm can choose their magic, but for Amora, it's never 
been a choice. To secure her place as heir to the throne, she must prove her mastery of the 
monarchy's dangerous soul magic. When her demonstration goes awry, Amora is forced to flee. She 
strikes a deal with Bastian, a mysterious pirate: he'll help her prove she's fit to rule, if she'll help him 
reclaim his stolen magic. But sailing the kingdom holds more wonder--and more peril--than Amora 
anticipated. A destructive new magic is on the rise, and if Amora is to conquer it, she'll need to face 
legendary monsters, cross paths with vengeful mermaids, and deal with a stowaway she never 
expected... or risk the fate of Visidia and lose the crown forever. 
 

   Johnson, Lana Wood. Technically, You Started It 

In Haley's high school there are two boys named Martin Nathaniel Munroe II (cousins), and one of 
them has started a text conversation with her, which becomes an all-consuming exchange between 
two people who see themselves as outsiders, but the only trouble is that Haley really does not know 
which Martin she is talking to, and actually meeting face-to-face may lead to an epic meltdown. 
 

  Johnson, Maureen. The Vanishing Stair (Truly Devious #2) 

When Stevie Bell is finally able to return to Ellingham Academy after identifying the culprit in the 
murder of a classmate, she begins to wonder if the case was really resolved and attempts to uncover 
the truth about the school's founder. 

 Maltman, Amy. Journey Unveiled 

It’s June 8, 2004. The first Transit of Venus in over a century. Lexi and her family are flying high above 
the Italian Alps when a storm sweeps in, knocking their plane from the sky. While seeking help, Lexi 
stumbles through a mysterious veil into a world of magic and evil. A world that has been waiting for 
her. 
 

 Maltman, Amy. Ride Every Stride 

Jed Carver hopes to put his troubled past behind him. After fleeing across the country, he finds refuge 
in his new job at a prestigious stable and commits himself to his goal – a spot on the Canadian 
Equestrian Team. Jed is confident in his riding ability, but the obstacles outside of the ring could be his 
undoing. Will his dark secrets come to light? Can he ride every stride until his dream comes true? Or 
will his demons unseat him? 
  



 McGinnis, Mindy. Heroine 

When a car crash sidelines Mickey just before softball season, she has to find a way to hold on to her 
spot as the catcher for a team expected to make a historic tournament run. Behind the plate is the 
only place she's ever felt comfortable, and the painkillers she's been prescribed can help her get there. 
The pills do more than take away pain; they make her feel good. With a new circle of friends--fellow 
injured athletes, others with just time to kill--Mickey finds peaceful acceptance, and people with whom 
words come easily, even if it is just the pills loosening her tongue. But as the pressure to be Mickey 
Catalan heightens, her need increases, and it becomes less about pain and more about want, 
something that could send her spiraling out of control. 
 

  Oppel, Kenneth. Bloom 

It was just rain. But after the downpour, odd black plants begin to shoot up. Suddenly-- They. Are. 
Everywhere. They take over fields and twine around houses. They bloom and throw off toxic pollen--
and feed. Strangely, three Salt Spring Island teens seem immune. Anaya, Petra and Seth. What's their 
connection? What's their secret? A week ago, they wouldn't have thought they had one. But they'd 
better figure it out fast--the invasion has already begun. 
 

  Power, Rory. Wilder Girls 

Friends Hetty, Byatt, and Reece go to extremes trying to uncover the dark truth about the mysterious 
disease that has had them quarantined at their boarding school on a Maine island. Visceral and 
devastating, Rory Power's New York Times bestselling debut is an extraordinary tale of survival and 
female friendship. 
 

 Rallison, James. The Odd 1s Out 

Like any shy teen turned young adult, YouTube star James Rallison ("The Odd 1s Out") is used to being 
on the outside looking in. He wasn't partying in high school or winning football games like his older 
brother. Instead, he posted comics on the Internet. Now, he's ready to share his hard-earned advice 
from his 21 years of life in the funny, relatable voice his fans love. 
 

  Rallison, James. Odd 1s Out: The First Sequel 

James Rallison has always felt like he was on the outside looking in. His YouTube videos are all about 
his "odd" behavior, and with over 13 million subscribers and millions more followers on social media, 
these animations have found their way into the hearts of fans who also feel like a bit of an odd one. 
 
  



  Riggs, Ransom. The Conference of the Birds (Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar Children 
#5) 

With his dying words, H--Jacob's final connection to his grandfather Abe's secret life -- entrusts Jacob 
with a mission: Deliver newly contacted peculiar Noor Pradesh to an operative known only as V. Noor 
is being hunted. She is the subject of an ancient prophecy, one that foretells a looming apocalypse. 
Save Noor -- Save the future of all peculiardom. 

 

 Rogerson, Margaret. Sorcery of Thorns 

When apprentice librarian Elisabeth is implicated in sabotage that released the library's most 
dangerous grimoire, she becomes entangled in a centuries-old conspiracy that could mean the end of 
everything. 
  

 Scarrow, Kristine. The Gamer’s Guide to Getting the Girl 

Zach is used to living in a world of legendary battles, epic journeys, and life and death situations. As a 
gamer, he is hardwired for adventure, even though it's from the comfort of his parents' couch. But 
nothing has prepared him for battling the biggest storm in Saskatchewan's history. On top of this, Zach 
has finally met the girl of his dreams, but he finds himself helping everyone else stay safe while his best 
friend spends time with her. What Zach doesn't realize is that love always finds its way when you've 
found the right person -- and are ready to risk it all to save the day. 
 

   Schmidt, Tiffany. The Boy Next Story (Bookish Boyfriends #2) 

One girl's girl's literary crush--Laurie from "Little Women"--leaps off the pages and into her life in the 
the second title of Schmidt's original series, which coincides with the 150th anniversary of the 
publication of Lousia May Alcott's beloved classic. 
 

  Shusterman, Neal. The Toll (Arc of a Scythe #3) 

Citra and Rowan have disappeared. Endura is gone. It seems like nothing stands between Scythe 
Goddard and absolute dominion over the world scythedom. With the silence of the Thunderhead and 
the reverberations of the Great Resonance still shaking the earth to its core, the question remains: Is 
there anyone left who can stop him? The answer lies in the Tone, the Toll, and the Thunder. 
 
  



  Smith, Heather. Chicken Girl 

After her photo is posted and mocked online, Poppy becomes obsessed with the dark side of the 
internet. Her previously sunny disposition shattered, Poppy's outlook on life turns bleak. This 
disillusionment is only heightened by her love of the 1940s, an era she's been enthralled with since she 
was a young girl. Viewing the world through a vintage lens, Poppy yearns for simpler times and sees 
the present day as a discouraging time of doom and gloom. Poppy's twin brother, Cam, is aware of 
Poppy's unhappiness, but nothing he says or does can shake Poppy out of the cycle of negative 
thinking. As an escape, Poppy take a job as a sign waver at a local chicken shop. The costume she 
wears provides anonymity and protection from the outside world. Then she meets Miracle, a six year 
old girl who breaks through Poppy's feathery armor and introduces her to life under the Fifth Street 
bridge. There, Poppy meets a disparate group of people and sees firsthand the realities of life - the 
good, the bad, and the ugly. The question is: can she reconcile the positive and negatives of the 
modern world? Or will she continue to long for the past, when even then, things weren't always as 
they seemed? 
 

 Stine, R. L. Drop Dead Gorgeous (Return to Fear Street #3) 

Morgan Marks is the new girl--and nobody can stop talking about her. She's popular, smart, and 
beautiful. Everyone wants to be her friend. But her past is veiled in mystery, and no one knows where 
exactly she came from. Now the annual Linden High alumni festival is just around the corner. And 
Morgan's dark secrets are about to be dug up for all the world to see. 
 

 Stine, R. L. The Wrong Girl (Return to Fear Street #2) 

Poppy swears she will seek revenge against Jack's cruel prank that humiliated her in front of all her 
friends, so when classmates start turning up dead, everyone believes it is Poppy's doing. 
 

 Taylor, Mildred D. All the Days Past, All the Days to Come (Logans #8) 

In her tenth book, Mildred Taylor completes her sweeping saga about the Logan family of Mississippi, 
which is also the story of the civil rights movement in America of the 20th century. Cassie Logan, first 
met in Song of the Trees and Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, is a young woman now, searching for her 
place in the world, a journey that takes her from Toledo to California, to law school in Boston, and, 
ultimately, in the 60s, home to Mississippi to participate in voter registration. She is witness to the 
now-historic events of the century: the Great Migration north, the rise of the civil rights movement, 
preceded and precipitated by the racist society of America, and the often violent confrontations that 
brought about change. Rich, compelling storytelling is Ms. Taylor's hallmark, and she fulfills 
expectations as she brings to a close the stirring family story that has absorbed her for over forty years. 
It is a story she was born to tell. 
 
  



  Valett, Ann. Clique Bait 

Chloe Whittaker is out for revenge. Last year her best friend Monica's life was unceremoniously ruined 
by the most popular students at their high school, so this year Chloe plans to take each and every one 
of them down. She's traded in her jeans and T-shirts for the latest designer clothes, erased anything on 
social media that would tie her to Monica (and blow her cover), and carefully figured out how she will 
befriend the members of the clique, find out their deepest and darkest secrets, and reveal them to the 
world. Chloe has the perfect plan . . . but there's one thing she didn't prepare for. And that's falling for 
someone she's determined to destroy. The closer she gets to uncovering the secrets the in-crowd is 
determined to cover up, the more she realizes that she is going to have to choose between betraying 
her oldest friend or the boy who's captured her heart. 
 

  White, Kiersten. Chosen (Slayer #2) 

Now that Nina has turned the Watcher's Castle into a utopia for hurt and lonely demons, she's still 
waiting for the utopia part to kick in. With her sister Artemis gone and only a few people remaining at 
the castle - including her still-distant mom - Nina has her hands full. Plus, though she gained back her 
Slayer powers from Leo, they're not feeling quite right after being held by the seriously evil succubus 
Eve, a.k.a. fake Watcher's Council member and Leo's mom. And while Nina is dealing with the darkness 
inside, there's also a new threat on the outside, portended by an odd triangle symbol that seems to be 
popping up everywhere, in connection with Sean's demon drug ring as well as someone a bit closer to 
home. Because one near-apocalypse just isn't enough, right? The darkness always finds you. And once 
again, it's coming for the Slayer. 
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